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are shown in Figure 1c , and the theoretically achiev-77 able PCE is shown in Figure 1d . The band gap used
78
for CQD solar cells with the best AM1.5 performance, Figure 1 . (a) Solar spectrum (black curve) with portions accessible to labeled material: orange is a lead bromide perovskite, orange þ brown is a lead iodide perovskite, and orange þ brown þ gray is crystalline silicon. Everything to the right of each absorption edge represents the available solar spectrum for any subsequent cells. (bÀd) Detailed balance simulations for solar cells accessing the solar spectrum transparent to the front cells identified in (a) according to the same color scheme including (b) short-circuit current density (J SC ), (c) open-circuit voltage (V OC ), and (d) power conversion efficiency (PCE). Band gaps of interest are marked here. E g 1 corresponds to ∼950 nm, the optimized single-junction band gap. E g 2 corresponds to 1300 nm, the edge of a broad peak for the lead bromide perovskite case, an absolute maximum for the lead iodide perovskite case, and a local maximum with little compromise to total efficiency in the crystalline silicon case. E g 3 represents 1770 nm, the optimal band gap for integration with silicon. DOS for a PbS quantum dot is shown in Figure 3b (i).
164
The states introduced by MPA are shown in panel (ii),
165
and their peak is near the valence band edge of the to resolve a significant difference in the films due to the 100°C to form lead oleate in situ and also to dry the solution.
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After the lead precursor was made, the solution was heated viously reported. 30 Briefly, TiCl 4 (Sigma-Aldrich) was added 
